DEEP SEA Layout Tutorial by Lisa Amiet

“Deep Sea is the perfect collection for
documenting my trip to Turtle Reef”

- LA

PRODUCTS USED:
PAPERS: DEEP SEA Collection: PS549 Sea
Shell – Gloss, P2658 Tide, P2662 Anemone,
P2664 Deep Blue, P2665 Sea Shell, P2666
Sand Bar, PP1058 6 x 6 Paper Pad, CD101 12
x 12 Weave Cardstock – Coconut
KC PRODUCTS: CT951 Deep Sea Collectables,
SS377 Deep Sea Sticker Sheet, Kaiser Mists –
KM121 White, KM127 Turquoise, KM129
Navy
OTHER: Gauze

INSTRUCTIONS

Use 12 x 12 Coconut card stock as your base. Fussy cut seashell shape from SEASHELL
– GLOSS specialty paper. Adhere cardboard to back and adhere to card stock base.
Fussy cut anemones from ANEMONE. Adhere to page, over and under the edges of
SEA SHELL – GLOSS. Use foam tape to raise some of them.

Splatter with turquoise, white and navy mists.
Fussy cut turtles and sea life from TIDE and 6 x 6 Paper Pad. Fussy cut fish from SEA
SHELL (reverse).
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Cut gloss waves from 6 x 6 paper pad. Adhere gauze and gloss waves to your page.

Cut one piece 10.5 x 12.5cm (4 ¼” x 5”) from SEA SHELL. Cut one piece 5 x 16.5cm (2”
x 6 ½”) of coral paper from 6 x 6 paper pad. Adhere SEA SHELL, then layering coral
paper over the top.
Cut apart elements from SAND BAR (reverse). Cut one piece 5cm (2”) and one piece
7.5cm (3”), for later, from the blue anchor pattern strip. Adhere 5cm piece just under
the top of SEA SHELL. Cut three pieces approx. 8cm (3”) from navy wave sticker from
Sticker Sheet. Adhere pieces over and under gauze pieces.
Cut one piece 10.5 x 12.5cm (4 ¼” x 5”) from DEEP BLUE, adhere overlapping other
pieces. Adhere the other blue anchor piece over DEEP BLUE.

Matt your photo onto white card stock slightly larger than your photo. Adhere
cardboard to the back and adhere to page.
Adhere reef sticker from Sticker Sheet with foam tape. Adhere fussy cut sea life
elements and coral collectables to page.
Adhere sentiment from collectables to a fussy cut anemone with foam tape. Adhere
to top left corner. Use Kaiser Colour Gel Pens to write on sea shell tag from
collectables. Adhere to page.
Adhere fussy cut turtles and shells using foam tape. Adhere title from collectables to
finish.

